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HEADLINE KIDNAPPINGS AND THE ORIGINS OF THE LINDBERGH LAW

BARRY CUSHMAN*

Among the many interesting points raised by Professor Friedman’s lecture is the observation that “[s]ensational trials themselves no doubt play at least some role in generating movements to change the law.”¹ For example, he tells us, “[a]fter the Lindbergh affair, Congress passed a law, federalizing kidnap cases, whenever the kidnapper crossed state lines.”² I’d like to spend a few moments refining and elaborating that particular claim. My first observation is just a point of friendly clarification, and that is to note that what came to be known as the Lindbergh kidnapping law was not enacted in the wake of the sensational trial of Bruno Hauptmann. As Professor Friedman has noted elsewhere, the statute was enacted in June of 1932,³ a little over three months after the abduction of the Lindbergh baby; Hauptmann was not arrested until September of 1934, and the trial took place in January and February of 1935.⁴ However, there seems to be little doubt that, as one commentator would put it in 1940, “[h]ad not Charles A. Lindbergh flown the Atlantic . . . a federal kidnaping statute might not yet have been enacted.”⁵ The kidnapping of Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr. aroused public opinion⁶ and galvanized the members

---

² Id. at 1282.
⁶ See, e.g., Ernest Kahlar Alix, Ransom Kidnapping in America, 1874–1974: The Creation of a Capital Crime 67 (1978); Finley, supra note 5, at 910; Hugh A. Fisher & Matthew F. McGuire, Kidnapping and the So-Called Lindbergh Law, 12 N.Y.U. L. Q. Rev. 646, 646 (1935) (“It was the Lindbergh kidnapping that awakened the American people to the fact that they were face to face with a species of crime so revolting and which had assumed such proportions that it seemed that unless the menace was met fearlessly and with a determination to
of Congress to take action\(^7\)—indeed, had they not feared that enactment of a federal statute imposing a new penalty might discourage the kidnapper from returning the child safely to his parents, the measure almost certainly would have been passed shortly after the abduction rather than months later after the remains of the unfortunate child were found.\(^8\) But the bill that ultimately became the Lindbergh kidnapping law was not introduced in Congress in the wake of that sensational crime, nor was it introduced by members of the New Jersey delegation that represented the Lindbergh family and the state in which the crime had been committed. Instead it had been introduced nearly three months earlier by Senator Roscoe Conkling Patterson of Missouri\(^9\) and Representative John Joseph Cochran of St. Louis.\(^10\) It was the Lindbergh kidnapping that roused these bills from their slumbers in the Judiciary Committees of the respective chambers, but in order to understand the reasons for their introduction, we must review a little local history.

The kidnapping of fellow denizens of the underworld—of gangsters, gamblers, book makers, and bootleggers—had been a common feature of criminal culture during the Prohibition Era.\(^11\) During the Depression decade, however, kidnapping rings in such midwestern cities as Chicago, Detroit, and St. Louis began to turn their attention to the lucrative enterprise of snatching up respectable business and professional men and their families.\(^12\) It was at this time that kidnapping became a profession for organized criminals.\(^13\)

---

7. 75 CONG. REC. 13,283 (1932) (statement of Rep. Fred. S. Purnell); id. at 13,283–84 (statement of Rep. Michener); id. at 13,289 (statement of Rep. Fiorello H. LaGuardia); ALIX, supra note 6, at 69–70; Fisher & McGuire, supra note 6, at 654.
8. 75 CONG. REC. 13,288 (1932) (statement of Rep. Andrew J. Montague); Horace L. Bomar, Jr., The Lindbergh Law, 1 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 435, 436 (1934); Finley, supra note 5, at 910; Fisher & McGuire, supra note 6, at 654.
9. 75 CONG. REC. 275 (1931) (“forbidding the transportation of any person or persons in interstate or foreign commerce, kidnapped or otherwise unlawfully detained, and making such act a felony”).
10. 75 CONG. REC. 491 (1931) (“forbidding the transportation of any person or persons in interstate or foreign commerce, kidnapped or otherwise unlawfully detained”).
12. Id. at 651–53; PAULA S. FASS, KIDNAPPED: CHILD ABDUCTION IN AMERICA 106 (1997).
13. Forbidding the Transportation of Any Person or Persons in Interstate or Foreign Commerce, Kidnapped or Otherwise Unlawfully Detained: Hearing on H.R. 5657 Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 72d Cong. 3, 14 (1932) (statements of Rep. Cleveland A. Newton and Walter B. Weisenberger) [hereinafter Hearing]; ALIX, supra note 6, at 56–59; FASS, supra note 12, at 106; Finley, supra note 5, at 909; Fisher & McGuire, supra note 6, at 652; Albert Bushnell Hart, The Modern Mafia, 34 CURRENT HIST. 409, 410 (1931); Kidnapping—A Growing Racket,
Victims were carefully selected, their movements and habits studied, the ability of their families to pay large ransoms verified. Teams often ranging in size from eight to twenty people coordinated meticulous plans of abduction, custody, ransom collection, and the laundering and disposal of the “hot money.”\textsuperscript{14} A common technique was to kidnap a victim in one state and then transport him by automobile to another and perhaps yet another. The perpetrators would, thus, place themselves beyond the jurisdiction of police in the state of abduction,\textsuperscript{15} and witnesses in the state of destination lay beyond the subpoena powers of courts in sister states.\textsuperscript{16} Extradition processes were widely viewed as slow, cumbersome, and inadequate,\textsuperscript{17} and kidnappers frequently took their victims to jurisdictions in which local authorities had been bribed to look the other way or to tip them off in the event that their location had been discovered by other officers of the law.\textsuperscript{18} For these “organized criminal groups who took advantage of the inadequacy of the law,” the “millennium” had arrived.\textsuperscript{19}

Because of its strategic location on the state border and the excellent highways providing favorable escape routes by car to Illinois, St. Louis became one of the favorite hunting grounds for the interstate snatch racket.\textsuperscript{20} What the \textit{New York Times} described as “perhaps the most sinister and arrogant of the kidnapping rings” began to concentrate its efforts in St. Louis in 1929.\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{LITERARY DIG.} \textit{LITERARY DIG.}, May 23, 1931, at 11; \textit{Kidnapping Mostly Done By Gangsters}, N.Y. TIMES, May 14, 1933, at 2; \textit{The Marines Are Coming}, FORTUNE, Aug. 1934, at 56–57.
\bibitem{18} \textit{Hearing}, \textit{supra} note 13, at 5, 23–24 (statements of Hon. Cleveland A. Newton and Joseph A. Gerk, Chief of St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department); 75 CONG. REC. 13,284 (1932) (statement of Rep. John J. Cochran).
\bibitem{19} Fisher & McGuire, \textit{supra} note 6, at 652.
\bibitem{20} Bomar, \textit{supra} note 8, at 435; Finley, \textit{supra} note 5, at 909; Ram, \textit{supra} note 14, at 782.
\end{thebibliography}
Calling itself “The Lawbreakers’ Protective Association of Chicago,” the outfit sent letters to selected victims demanding payment of $20,000 in “membership dues.” In 1930 alone the St. Louis area witnessed no fewer than a dozen kidnappings, some of which involved the transportation of the victim across state lines. Many of those abducted were either gamblers or bookmakers, but the victims also included two grocers and a dry goods merchant. It was reported that these cases had resulted in payment of $175,000 in ransom, but in only two convictions. Time reported in 1931 that St. Louis socialites were so fearful of abduction by gangs headed by the likes of Fred “Killer” Burke that they “left[their] expensive cars in their garages and [went] to parties in inconspicuous small cars.” During 1931, there were four high-profile, “headline” kidnappings in St. Louis that particularly gripped the attention of the local community.

A. The Orthwein Kidnapping

On New Year’s Eve in 1930, thirteen-year-old Adolphus Busch “Buppie” Orthwein was kidnapped from the grounds of his family estate in Huntleigh Village on Lindbergh Boulevard in St. Louis County. Orthwein was the grandson of Anheuser-Busch president August A. Busch and the great-grandson of the late Adolphus Busch, the brewery’s founder, and the kidnapping made front page news in such national papers as the New York Times and the Chicago Daily Tribune. Orthwein was being driven to a dinner party at his grandfather’s home at seven in the evening when a lone gunman, later identified as Charles Abernathy, a destitute twenty-eight-year-old father of seven, stopped his limousine, forced the chauffeur out of the car, robbed him of $4.50 and drove away with the boy. Abernathy abandoned the limo at the intersection of Lindbergh and Big Bend Road, just a few blocks

---

22. Id.
23. Dr. Kelley’s Kidnapping Thirteenth in St. Louis Area In Last 16 Months, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Apr. 26, 1931, at 2A.
24. Id.
25. See id.; see also Hearing, supra note 13, at 4 (statement of Rep. Cleveland A. Newton), Dr. I.D. Kelley, Kidnapped Week Ago Today, Still is Unreported, Family Says, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Apr. 27, 1931, at 1A; Rigid Search Fails to Find Any Trace of Dr. Kelley, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Apr. 24, 1931, at 2A.
29. Orthwein Boy’s Kidnapper Is Identified and Order For His Arrest Issued, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Jan. 2, 1931, at 1A [hereinafter Orthwein Boy’s Kidnapper is Identified].
away from the site of the kidnapping, where he transferred Orthwein to a smaller car, handcuffed him, and sped off into the night.\footnote{30}

The following morning Abernathy’s wife asked her father-in-law, Pearl Abernathy, to come to their small frame home in Webster Groves where Orthwein was being held.\footnote{31} At about noon, the elder Abernathy called Buppie’s father Percy to report that the child was safe and to make arrangements for his return to his family.\footnote{32} The men set up a meeting early that afternoon among themselves and Orthwein’s attorney, Harry Troll.\footnote{33} An hour after the conclusion of the meeting, Orthwein and Troll collected the boy, who was found standing alone on a country road about three miles from his home and apparently waiting for his rescuers to arrive at the designated location.\footnote{34} He was exhausted but cheerful, and did not appear to have been mistreated.\footnote{35} He had spent the night sitting in a kitchen chair with a blanket over his head.\footnote{36} The boy told reporters that “The man wasn’t rough toward me and I wasn’t frightened.”\footnote{37} He had been offered scrambled eggs for breakfast the following morning, but they were “very dirty” so he didn’t eat much.\footnote{38} His face and hands were grimy because had had no opportunity to wash, and his new long trousers suit, which he was wearing for the first time, was reportedly wrinkled.\footnote{39} When reporters asked his five-year-old brother Jimmie what he would do if an attempt were made to kidnap him, Jimmie replied, “I’d curse him.”\footnote{40} After his retrieval, young Adolphus was taken to the Busch estate at

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[5]{30. Bill Lhotka, St. Louis Crime Chronicles: The First 200 Years, 1764–1964, at 160–63 (2009); August Busch Heir Freed By Abductor, N.Y. Times, Jan. 2, 1931, at 1; Busch Kin Abducted in St. Louis Suburb, supra note 27; Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, WASH. POST, Jan. 2, 1931, at 1; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.}
\footnotetext[5]{31. Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson, N.Y. Times, Jan. 3, 1931, at 13.}
\footnotetext[5]{32. Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28.}
\footnotetext[5]{33. Id.}
\footnotetext[5]{34. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28.}
\footnotetext[5]{35. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; see also Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.}
\footnotetext[5]{36. Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper, Father and Woman Cousin are Named in Warrants, St. Louis POST-DISP., Jan. 3, 1931, at 1A; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.}
\footnotetext[5]{37. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; see also Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28.}
\footnotetext[5]{38. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.}
\footnotetext[5]{39. Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28.}
\footnotetext[5]{40. Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.}
\end{footnotes}
Grant’s Farm on Gravois Road, where he slept for about an hour and a half before being taken home.41

Though the Busch family refused to provide any details concerning the transaction through which Orthwein was returned, they insisted that no ransom money had been demanded or paid.42 Attorney Troll did say, however, that Orthwein would stand by the statement he had made a few hours after the kidnapping “that any informant who furnished information leading to [young Adolphus’s] return . . . would be rewarded generously and that absolutely no questions would be asked.”43 Troll stated that he and the family believed that kidnapping was not the abductor’s motive, and that the abduction had been merely incidental to the hold-up.44 He further indicated that the family had no desire to prosecute the kidnapper, as Adolphus had been returned unharmed and no ransom had been demanded.45 Moreover, the family offered to help the abductor to find employment if he had committed the robbery owing to “extreme want.”46

St. Louis authorities had different ideas, however. The kidnapper had asked Adolphus if he were Percy Orthwein’s son, which was interpreted by some to indicate a motive to extort ransom.47 By the evening of January 2, Pearl Abernathy had confessed to police that his son Charles was the kidnapper, and the elder Abernathy had been placed under arrest as an accessory to the crime.48 Assistant Circuit Attorney Harry W. Castlen indicated that he would prosecute the kidnapper vigorously if the authorities

41. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 29; Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper is Identified, supra note 29.
43. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; see also Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28; Man Who Kidnaped Busch Heir Known, WASH. POST, Jan. 3, 1931, at 1.
44. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28. However, a family friend believed that the motive for the kidnapping was ransom. See Busch Kin Abducted in St. Louis Suburb, supra note 27. Charles Abernathy also claimed that the kidnapping was incidental to the robbery when interviewed by the St. Louis Star. See Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper in Clayton Jail; Family to Aid in His Prosecution, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Jan. 6, 1931, at 1 [hereinafter Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper in Clayton Jail].
45. Capital Offense Laid to Orthwein’s Boy’s Kidnaper, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Jan. 7, 1931, at 3A; Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 3, 1931, at 13. The family also had no desire to prosecute the kidnapper’s father who notified the Busch family of Adolphus’s whereabouts. See People, TIME, Jan. 12, 1931, at 44.
46. Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson, supra note 45.
47. August Busch Heir Freed by Abductor, supra note 30; Grandson of Busch Returned to Home, supra note 30; Kidnaped Busch Heir Home, supra note 28.
48. Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson, supra note 45. See generally People, TIME, supra note 44, at 44; Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper in Clayton Jail, supra note 44.
would supply him with sufficient evidence.\textsuperscript{49} He was quoted as saying, “I feel prosecution is vital not only to the persons involved but also to the public welfare in the country and even throughout the State.”\textsuperscript{50} Within the week \textit{St. Louis Star} reporter Harry Thompson Brundidge had tracked Charles Abernathy to a hideaway in Kansas City, where he elicited a handwritten confession from Abernathy for a front-page splash before leading St. Louis officers to his location.\textsuperscript{51} On March 20, Abernathy pled guilty to the charge of kidnapping and was sentenced to ten years in the state penitentiary.\textsuperscript{52} He also pled guilty to the charge of robbery with a deadly weapon, for which he was sentenced to fifteen years, to run concurrently with the ten-year kidnapping sentence.\textsuperscript{53}

\textbf{B. The Johnson Kidnapping}

On August 3, 1931, twenty-six-year-old Oscar Johnson II was leaving the massive Missouri River estate of his mother Irene at St. Albans in Franklin County when two men armed with a sawed-off shotgun and a revolver stopped his sixteen-cylinder Cadillac roadster.\textsuperscript{54} Johnson was the son of the late Oscar Johnson, one of the founders of the International Shoe Company—a concern distressingly familiar to generations of first-year Civil Procedure students, and one of the reasons it was said of St. Louis during this time that it was first in shoes, first in booze, and last in the American League.\textsuperscript{55} Johnson’s assailants forced their way into his car, and one attempted to blindfold him while the other took the wheel and drove away.\textsuperscript{56} Johnson struggled and kicked at the dashboard so vigorously that he broke the ignition key and stopped the car.\textsuperscript{57} His captors then dragged him away from the car, beat him savagely with their weapons and fists, robbed him of the ten dollars he was carrying, and left

\begin{footnotes}

\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Man Who Kidnaped Busch Heir Known}, supra note 43, at 1; \textit{Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper Is Identified}, supra note 29; \textit{Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson}, supra note 45.

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Orthwein Boy’s Kidnaper, Father and Woman Cousin Are Named in Warrants}, supra note 35; \textit{Uncover Kidnapper of Busch Grandson}, supra note 45.


\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Orthwein Kidnaper Sentenced to 15 Years}, \textit{ST. LOUIS POST-DISP.}, Mar. 20, 1931, at 1A; \textit{Term for Busch Kidnapper}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Mar. 21, 1931, at 4.

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Orthwein Kidnaper Sentenced to 15 Years}, supra note 52; \textit{Term for Busch Kidnapper}, supra note 52.


\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Oscar Johnson is Beaten in Holdup Near St. Albans}, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Two Accused of Kidnapping in Attack on Johnson Heir}, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Hearing}, supra note 13, at 3 (statement of Rep. Cleveland A. Newton); \textit{Oscar Johnson is Beaten in Holdup Near St. Albans}, supra note 54; \textit{Rich St. Louis Man Fights off Two Kidnapers}, supra note 54.

\end{footnotes}
him.\textsuperscript{58} Johnson managed to stumble across a cornfield to a nearby farmhouse, from which he was taken to Barnes Hospital and treated for severe scalp wounds, a deep laceration to the lip, wounds to the lower jaw, and two broken and loosened teeth.\textsuperscript{59} Police arrested Felix McDonald, twenty-eight, whom Johnson positively identified, and Bart Davit, twenty-six, on charges of kidnapping and robbery with a deadly weapon.\textsuperscript{60} McDonald was convicted on the robbery charge and sentenced to ten years in the penitentiary, but Davit was acquitted of the robbery in May of 1932.\textsuperscript{61}

C. The Berg Kidnapping

On Friday, November 6, 1931, Alexander Berg, a wealthy St. Louis fur dealer with a place of business on North Main Street, was kidnapped while being driven home from the office by his chauffeur.\textsuperscript{62} There was heavy traffic on Lindell Boulevard that afternoon, and as the car slowly crossed Euclid Avenue, just around the corner from the Berg’s home at the Park Plaza, two men jumped aboard, displayed their revolvers, and blindfolded Berg with taped goggles.\textsuperscript{63} They forced Berg’s chauffeur to drive to the outskirts of the city, where they moved Berg to another car and took him to a flat over a store on Easton Avenue across from Sherman Park in northwest St. Louis.\textsuperscript{64} He was held there for four days under constant guard by three men wearing rubber

\textsuperscript{58} Rich St. Louis Man Fights off Two Kidnapers, supra note 54; Two Accused of Kidnapping in Attack on Johnson Heir, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{59} Fights off Two Thugs Who Try to Kidnap Him, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 4, 1931, at 10; Oscar Johnson is Beaten in Holdup Near St. Albans, supra note 54; Rich St. Louis Man Fights off Two Kidnappers, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{60} Hunt Gangster in Kidnap Plot of Wealthy Man, CHI. DAILY TRIB., Aug. 5, 1931, at 2; Two Accused of Kidnapping in Attack on Johnson Heir, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{61} Davit Acquitted of Holdup in Case of Oscar Johnson, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., May 22, 1932, at 9A; Prosecution Speeded in St. Louis Kidnapping, WASH. POST, Feb. 9, 1934, at 2; Woman is Indicted as Kidnap Leader, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 14, 1934, at 4; see also Adolph Fielder Names Eight Men and Woman as Kidnapers of Dr. Kelley, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Feb. 7, 1934, at 1A.

\textsuperscript{62} Ransom Demanded for Fur Merchant, WASH. POST, Nov. 8, 1931, at 1.

\textsuperscript{63} Hearing, supra note 13, at 3 (statement of Rep. Cleveland A. Newton); Lawyer Agent of Kidnappers Trapped by Police; Berg Freed on Promise of $50,000 Ransom, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Nov. 11, 1931, at 1A; Note from Kidnapped Millionaire Alex. Berg Tells Wife He is “OK”, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Nov. 7, 1931, at 1A; Press: Again, Reporter Rogers, TIME, Nov. 23, 1931, at 25.

\textsuperscript{64} Berg Freed By Ruse on His Kidnappers, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 12, 1931, at 13; Furrier Identifies Flat of Kidnappers, WASH. POST, Nov. 13, 1931, at 10; Lawyer Agent of Kidnappers Trapped by Police; Berg Freed on Promise of $50,000 Ransom, supra note 63; Press: Again, Reporter Rogers, supra note 63.
gloves. While in captivity Berg was forced to write a series of notes dictated by his captors, and they were delivered to his lawyer, Morris Levinson.

One of the notes Berg was forced to sign directed Levinson to use St. Louis criminal lawyer Paul A. Richards as a go-between. Richards previously had represented one of the kidnappers, Charles Heuer, in connection with a criminal matter in St. Louis County. Heuer telephoned Richards to negotiate the terms of the arrangement, under which, it was alleged, Richards would receive $11,000 of the $50,000 ransom money upon its payment. Berg executed a promissory note payable on demand to Richards for the entire amount, which Heuer astonishingly agreed would be paid after Berg had been released. Heuer instructed Richards to deliver $11,000 of the ransom money to a Mr. Eyerkuss (a.k.a. Curtis Medlock) on North Twentieth Street; $500 to his brother, John Heuer, on North Broadway; $3,000 to George Peak, a convicted robber and murderer out on parole and living at the LaSalle Hotel; and to take the balance of the money to Kansas City, register at the Baltimore Hotel, and wait until someone called him and identified himself as “Blackie.”

Levinson asked reporter John T. Rogers of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch to contact and engage Richards, who demanded that he be paid a $1,000 retainer for his services—there was a dispute over whether he had requested an additional $10,000 should he succeed in securing Berg’s release, or whether the total of $11,000 was to come from the ransom payment. Levinson immediately became suspicious of Richards, believing that he “knew altogether too much” about the abduction and was “very closely allied with the kidnappers.” Nevertheless, he played along until Berg was liberated at the corner of Hamilton Boulevard and Kennerly Avenue late in the evening of

65. Berg Freed By Ruse on His Kidnappers, supra note 64; Furrier Identifies Flat of Kidnappers, supra note 64.
67. Berg Freed by Ruse on His Kidnappers, supra note 64.
68. In re Richards, 63 S.W.2d 672, 682 (Mo. 1933).
69. To Put Richards on Trial Again After Mistrial in Berg Kidnaping, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Feb. 25, 1932, at 1A; Weedin, supra note 66, at 34.
70. Lawyer Agent of Kidnappers Trapped By Police; Berg Freed On Promise of $50,000 Ransom, supra note 63; Weedin, supra note 66, at 35.
71. In re Richards, 63 S.W.2d at 681; Last of Five Kidnappers of Berg Found Guilty; Receives 25-Year Term, ST. LOUIS POST-DISP., Apr. 14, 1932, at 1A; Weedin, supra note 66, at 34.
72. In re Richards, 63 S.W.2d at 682, 683; To Put Richards on Trial Again After Mistrial in Berg Kidnaping, supra note 69.
73. In re Richards, 63 S.W.2d at 682; Law: Go Between Expelled, TIME, Oct. 30, 1933, at 25.
November 10. He then reported Richards to the police, who arrested him, before any ransom had been paid, on charges of aiding and abetting the kidnappers. Richards’s first trial in February of 1932, where he was represented by Verne Lacy, resulted in a hung jury. His second trial that May produced an acquittal. But Richards’s conduct in the Berg affair prompted the Missouri and St. Louis Bar Associations to petition the Missouri Supreme Court to revoke his license to practice law. The revocation hearing was held in May of 1933, and in October of that year Judge Frank E. Atwood delivered the unanimous opinion disbarring him. Lacy later took Richards into his office and employed him in the unauthorized practice of law. This, coupled with the discovery that Lacy had bribed one of the jurors in Richards’s first criminal trial, would lead to Lacy’s disbarment in 1937.

St. Louis police eventually arrested and charged five other men with Berg’s kidnapping. Ringleader Charles Heuer and his lieutenant Edward Barcume, both career criminals, were apprehended in connection with a bank robbery on November 19, 1931. Charles Tucker, one of the guards at the flat where Berg was held, turned state’s evidence and testified against Heuer, who was convicted on February 16, 1932 and sentenced to ninety-nine years in the penitentiary. Tucker also testified against Barcume, who was convicted and sentenced to twenty-five years on March 13, 1932. Curtis Medlock also elected to cooperate with the authorities, pleading guilty and receiving a sentence of twenty-five years on March 22, 1932; and finger man George Peak was convicted and sentenced to twenty-five years on April 13, 1932.

74. *Law: Go Between Expelled*, supra note 73, at 25; *Lawyer Agent of Kidnapers Trapped By Police; Berg Freed on Promise of $50,000 Ransom*, supra note 63; *Paul Richards and Wife Held Incommunicado*, St. Louis Post-Disp., Nov. 12, 1931, at 2A.


76. *To Put Richards On Trial Again After Mistrial in Berg Kidnapping*, supra note 69.


78. *Id.*


80. *Id.* at 601–04, 607.

81. *Fugitive Berg Kidnapers Captured After Robbing Bank in Missouri Town*, St. Louis Post-Disp., Nov. 19, 1931, at 1A.


83. *25 Year Term for Barcume, Third of Six in Berg Plot*, St. Louis Post-Disp., Mar. 14, 1932, at 1A; *Berg’s Guard Tells Jurors of Barcume’s Part in Plot*, St. Louis Post-Disp., Mar. 11, 1932, at 1A.

None of these crimes involved interstate transportation of the abducted person, and each was successfully prosecuted in the Missouri state courts. Cases in which the victim was taken across state lines, however, were not so easily solved. One particularly high-profile kidnapping of a wealthy and prominent St. Louis citizen would present such facts.

D. The Kelley Kidnapping

Dr. Isaac Kelley was the city’s leading ear, nose and throat specialist and a person of “high standing professionally and socially.” He was married to Kathleen McBride Kelley, the daughter of William Cullen McBride, a wealthy oil executive in whose honor a local Catholic high school on Kingshighway Boulevard was built with funds donated by his widow. McBride and his wife also donated the funds for the construction of the altar at the Cathedral Basilica of St. Louis, and Kathleen was the first bride married in the new Cathedral in 1914. Kelley was a graduate of Saint Louis University Medical School and had served as a Captain in the Medical Corps during World War I. He was a member of the University, Racquet, Bridlespur, and Bellerive Country Clubs, and had portrayed Pierre Laclede in the 1914 Pageant and Masque at Forest Park celebrating the sesquicentennial of the founding of St. Louis. He was “known as a man who would meet any fight half way, who is quick to resent insult and slow to forgive an injury,” and was famed for his “doggedness in retaliation.” Kelley’s temper had once earned him an arrest on charges of assault and battery, when he punched a man who refused to move a car that was blocking the driveway to the Senate Apartments on Union Boulevard.

On the evening of April 20, Kelley received a phone call at his home at 32 Portland Place urgently requesting his medical services for a child in Clayton. There, he was seized at gunpoint, blindfolded, and abducted. His
wife notified the police when he failed to return home that night, and the
discovery of his abandoned car led authorities to conclude that he had become
the area’s latest kidnap victim.94 The family formed an “executive committee”
to deal with the police and the press, and appointed as its head Mrs. Kelley’s
brother-in-law William D. Orthwein II, a cousin of young Adolphus Busch
Orthwein.95 Over the course of the next week police followed up on a number
of tips, but none bore any fruit. On the afternoon of April 25, however, a
woman appeared at the Page Boulevard Police Station claiming to know where
Kelley was being held.96 The Chief of Detectives was immediately summoned
to the station by the district commander, but the woman refused to talk to
him.97 Instead, she insisted on writing her information, which was that Kelley
was being detained in the basement of Grant’s Farm, the Gravois Road home
of August A. Busch. As the Post-Dispatch reported, “A few questions served
to show that she was mentally deficient.”98

A week after Kelley’s disappearance, however, John T. Rogers of the Post-
Dispatch received a mysterious telephone call after midnight.99 The caller
instructed him to drive to the corner of Grand and Finney Boulevards, where
he was met by an armed stranger who entered Rogers’s car and directed him to
drive to a deserted location in East St. Louis.100 Following a series of elaborate
signals of flashing headlights from two other cars, the stranger told Rogers that
he would find Kelley across the way in an abandoned filling station.101
“There’s your friend,” the stranger said to Rogers.102 “He’s waiting for
you. . . . Take him in, then turn back and take him home.”103 The stranger
then jumped into one of the waiting cars and sped away.104 Rogers found
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Kelley at the promised location, standing alone and blindfolded, relieved and delighted that his ordeal had come to an end.\textsuperscript{105}

After his return, Kelley described how he had been held in the rude surroundings of multiple locations under the menacing guns of his masked kidnappers.\textsuperscript{106} He spent the first night in the attic of a shack on a farm in rural St. Louis county; the following night he was taken across the river to Illinois, where he spent the balance of his confinement.\textsuperscript{107} For most of his captivity “[h]e was blindfolded with taped goggles and a hood.”\textsuperscript{108} He received poor food and got little sleep, but otherwise was not mistreated by his captors, who gave him detective stories and a biography of Al Capone to read during his detention.\textsuperscript{109} Kelley reported that “[o]ne of his guards was a small man with a pleasant voice,” while another of his guards had a foreign accent.\textsuperscript{110} He was forced by his captors to write one letter telling his family that he was well, and another demanding payment of a ransom of $150,000.\textsuperscript{111} The former letter was never delivered to his family; the latter was.\textsuperscript{112} The kidnappers were unable to successfully negotiate a ransom, however, apparently because their knowledge that the Kelley phone line was tapped by police discouraged them from sustaining telephone contact.\textsuperscript{113}

The family was nevertheless forced to deny persistent rumors that a ransom of $100,000 had been paid for Kelley’s return.\textsuperscript{114} The kidnappers had given neither Kelley nor Rogers any other explanation for the abduction and release.\textsuperscript{115} The other local papers were understandably annoyed that Rogers and the Post-Dispatch had been “selected to reap the glory.”\textsuperscript{116} Rogers’s rival Brundidge at the Star presumably was green with envy when he learned that Rogers reportedly received a bonus of one year’s salary—in excess of $6,000—as a reward for his scoop.\textsuperscript{117} As \textit{Time} reported it, only “Dr. Kelley’s high professional standing removed the suspicion” that the entire episode was
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“a put-up job.” In 1931, officers of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, led by President Walter B. Weisenberger, joined forces with Mayor Victor J. Miller, Chief of Police Joseph A. Gerk, and other pillars of the community to seek federal legislation targeting the scourge. They selected as their spokesman former Congressman Cleveland Newton and drafted the bill that was introduced in the Senate by Senator Roscoe Patterson and in the House by Representative Joseph Cochran. The House Judiciary Committee held a hearing on the Cochran bill on the morning of February 26, 1932 – just four days before the kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby. The printed transcript of the hearing ran to only thirty-three pages, and thirty-one of them were consumed by the testimony of witnesses from St. Louis: Representative Cochran, former Congressman Newton, Police Chief Gerk, and Chamber of Commerce President Weisenberger. Newton, Weisenberger, and Gerk each testified that in cases like those of Orthwein, Busch, and Berg, where the victim had not been taken across state lines, local police were able to solve the crime and bring the perpetrators to justice. But in cases like Dr. Kelley’s, where the victim was taken to Illinois or beyond, local authorities had been stymied.

It seemed unlikely, however, that the bill would gain congressional approval. Its passage was opposed by U.S. Attorney General William D. Mitchell on the grounds that it would impose additional costs on an already burdened Treasury, and might induce the states to become overly reliant on the federal government for enforcement of criminal prohibitions on kidnapping.
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Judiciary Committee Chairman Hatton Sumners repeatedly emphasized this latter concern during the hearing, expressing hope that the states might, through cooperation and renewed dedication, successfully enforce existing statutes without federal intervention.\footnote{128}

The Lindbergh kidnapping breathed new life into the bills.\footnote{129} On March 2, 1932, Senator William Warren Barbour of New Jersey rose to denounce “the ghastly tragedy that has befallen one of the most distinguished and beloved families in my State, the dastardly and cowardly kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby from its cradle last night,” and to inquire about the status of the Senate bill, which “very properly makes kidnaping a felony punishable either by death or imprisonment[.]”\footnote{130} Barbour was “sure the hearts of the people of the Nation, as well as of New Jersey, go out to this honored family in their hour of anguish,” and expressed “the hope that this shocking occurrence will help expedite the immediate passage of this or any other measure that may tend to put an end to a crime which I, as a father myself, consider the most horrible of crimes and even worse than murder.”\footnote{131} Chairman Norris responded that the bill had been reported by a subcommittee of the full Judiciary Committee and was now on the Committee’s calendar.\footnote{132} There had been no attempt to delay consideration of the bill, and there was no doubt that it would be taken up “within a very short time.”\footnote{133} The Senate Judiciary Committee announced a few days later that it was postponing action on the bill pending the return of the Lindbergh child, but after the baby was found dead a few miles from his home on May 12, there was no longer any reason to delay.\footnote{134} The Judiciary Committees of both houses issued favorable reports on the bill in early June.\footnote{135} On June 8, the Senate passed a version of the bill stripped of the death penalty after only a cursory debate.\footnote{136} In the House, the concerns raised by Mitchell
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and Sumners were ultimately overcome, and the Senate version was passed on June 17.

The Kelley kidnapping remained shrouded in mystery until February of 1934, when Adolph Fielder, a local tavern and pool-hall owner seeking to bolster his personal finances, sold the Post-Dispatch an exclusive story claiming that he had witnessed the hatching of the abduction plan at a series of meetings held in his disreputable Arcade Country Club in University City. Fiedler was a colorful character who previously had served a turbulent tenure as a justice of the peace in Maplewood, during which he had been indicted, but never convicted, for soliciting bribes, assault and oppression in office, accepting illegal fees, embezzlement, and perjury. But what most fascinated contemporary journalists was his unusual size—nearly every news story in which he was mentioned made reference to his weight, with estimates ranging from 325 to 515 pounds. Fiedler identified the conspirators as a group of ex-convicts and mobsters, three of whom had been gunned down in a gang fight in April of 1932: Tommy “the Rock” Hayes, the notorious leader of the Cuckoo Gang, and his associates “Willie G.” Wilbert and Harry “Pretty Boy” Lechler. Fiedler fingered the surviving members of the conspiracy as Felix “Hoosier” McDonald, who had been convicted of the armed robbery of Oscar Johnson and was then already serving a ten-year sentence in the penitentiary; twenty-six-year-old Bart Davit, who had been acquitted of charges of robbing Oscar Johnson; thirty-three-year-old Angelo John “the Dago” Rosegrant; John C. Johnson, a fifty-one-year-old farmer whose St. Charles County property McDonald and Davit had sublet to operate a still, and where Kelley had been held on the first night of his captivity; Tommy Wilders, affiliated with the
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Shelton brothers gang; and a female ringleader called “Mrs. N.”\textsuperscript{143} The woman was later identified as Nellie Muench, a lively redhead nicknamed “Goldie,” who lived just five blocks from the Kelleys on fashionable Westminster Place and had cooked up the scheme in order to cover various business and entertainment debts.\textsuperscript{144} Muench was described as having an “animated, dynamic personality” and as “a facile and intelligent talker on many subjects, particularly music.”\textsuperscript{145} She was an accomplished pianist, the owner of prize-winning show dogs, and “a prominent member of St. Louis society” despite her racy reputation as a party girl who sorted with gangsters at speakeasies, not to mention two arrests on charges of larceny, one for allegedly stealing jewelry from a guest at the Marquette Hotel.\textsuperscript{146} She was the wife of respected physician and amateur cellist Dr. Ludwig Muench; the daughter of Rev. William Ross Tipton, a well-known Baptist minister in Columbia, Missouri; and the sister of then-Missouri Supreme Court Judge Ernest Tipton.\textsuperscript{147} She previously had enjoyed a checkered career as the proprietor of an exclusive society boutique in the Central West End called The Mitzi Shop, where she developed a reputation for “sending bills to widows for lingerie their late husbands may have (but probably had not) purchased” for other women.\textsuperscript{148} Fiedler maintained that Muench initially had suggested that the group kidnap Oscar Johnson, but because he was traveling abroad at the time, they chose Dr. Kelley instead.\textsuperscript{149}

Warrants for the arrest of the surviving members of the conspiracy were issued on the strength of Fielder’s affidavits.\textsuperscript{150} All but Wilders, who was...
reputed to be in Florida, were taken into custody, and all but the impecunious
Johnson were released on bond. 151 Johnson’s shack fit the description Dr.
Kelley had given police upon his release in 1931, and the five located
conspirators were indicted on kidnapping charges on March 13, 1934. 152 Upon
learning of the indictments, Nellie left her home hurriedly, declaring that she
was going across the river to East St. Louis to “think things over.” 153 She
denounced the charge as “a crime and an outrage,” declaring to a reporter, “I’ll
take an oath on my mother’s Bible that I know no more of this than you do . . .
I’d a thousand times rather be indicted for murder than for this.” 154 After a
two-day tour of Southern Illinois evading authorities until she could be assured
that she would be released on $50,000 bond, Muench surrendered at the St.
Louis County Courthouse. 155 When a deputy insisted that she remove her hat
and sit still for photographing and fingerprinting, Nellie denounced him as “a
hell of a guy.” 156 Davit and Rosegrant were located through anonymous phone
tips—believed by authorities to have been arranged by the suspects in order to
avoid the appearance of voluntary surrender—and held without bail after
Kelley positively identified Rosegrant and McDonald. 157 Farmer Johnson
turned state’s evidence, confessing to his involvement in the crime and implicating the others. 158 He was released on bond and, pending trial of the
other conspirators, he was housed for safekeeping at the home of Deputy
Sheriff Harry D. Newbold in St. Louis County. While he was sitting outside
Newbold’s garage on May 12, Johnson was murdered in a drive-by machine-
gunning. 159 Muench was taken into custody for protection and questioning
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about the incident, but released by order of the Missouri Supreme Court a few hours later. On learning of the murder Fiedler immediately went into hiding, telling friends, “It might be a good idea for me to put a few miles between myself and St. Louis.”

Fiedler, thereafter, was attended by a security detail and lived in the county jail for safety during the trial of the first suspect, Rosegrant. Fiedler was the prosecution’s star witness, and Rosegrant was convicted on October 4 and sentenced to twenty years. Shortly thereafter, prosecuting attorney and former professional baseball player Charles Arthur Anderson was run off the road into a ditch by a carload of mobsters who had followed him for ten miles before cursing him and leaving him for dead, bleeding and pinned under his car with a badly broken leg. Anderson required a series of blood transfusions and was hospitalized for several months but nevertheless managed to direct the January prosecution of the recidivist McDonald from his sickbed. McDonald was convicted and sentenced to sixty years on January 30, 1935, based in part on the testimony of Fielder and of Dr. Kelley, who identified him at trial. That October, Davit was sentenced to life in prison for the killing of Maplewood grocer Paul Flueck during a 1932 hold-up. As a consequence he was never tried for his role in the Kelley kidnapping.

Owing to a change of venue prompted by extensive local publicity in St. Louis, Muench’s trial was held in Mexico, Missouri, near the homes of her
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father and brother.\textsuperscript{169} She believed that jury would not convict her if she were a new mother, so at the age of forty-three, after twenty-three years of a childless marriage, she faked a pregnancy and worked with her lawyer Wilfred Jones to locate a baby she could claim as her own.\textsuperscript{170} She first arranged to secure custody of the son of Estelle Oberg, an unmarried Minneapolis waitress who gave birth at City Hospital in St. Louis on June 29, 1935.\textsuperscript{171} The baby was taken to the home of Christine Krout, a local masseuse, and then transferred to the Muench home on July 10.\textsuperscript{172} The infant became ill there the following day and was taken by Jones and Muench’s friend Helen Berroyer to Jewish Hospital, where he died on July 16.\textsuperscript{173} Undeterred by this setback, Nellie found another child to fill the role, the son of Anna Ware, an unmarried domestic servant from Pennsylvania who had come to St. Louis to deliver her child.\textsuperscript{174} Muench represented that the Ware child was her own, “a gift from God in my time of distress.”\textsuperscript{175} The trial consumed three days, during which Nellie took the stand to deny the charges, and to insist “never in my life was I ever called [Goldie].”\textsuperscript{176} Meanwhile, Fiedler’s reputation for veracity was subjected to withering assault by defense counsel.\textsuperscript{177} Fiedler vehemently denied the charge that he had been tried for perjury on seven separate occasions, insisting that it had been no more than four, and noting with pride that he had been acquitted in each instance.\textsuperscript{178} 
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The jury deliberated for more than five hours over two days before acquitting Muench of the kidnapping on October 5, 1935. She greeted the verdict with tears and then “shriek ejaculations of happiness,” hugging her husband and her lawyer and shaking hands with the jurors before striding out of the courtroom with her head held high. But as it would turn out, Nellie had overplayed her hand. Anna Ware brought a writ of habeas corpus to recover her child, and a hearing on the matter began in St. Louis ten days after Muench’s acquittal. Dr. Marsh Pitzman, a colleague of Dr. Muench who had become Nellie’s lover, had certified that Nellie had delivered the baby she claimed as her own, but at the hearing he testified that he had not witnessed the birth and neither, it turned out, had anyone else. Nor could the Muenches produce any credible evidence that Nellie ever had been pregnant. Throughout the three-week hearing Nellie was seen “alternately weeping and drawing heavily on an extensive vocabulary of profanity.” After listening to testimony from eighty-six witnesses, Special Commissioner Rush Limbaugh, Sr. recommended that the young lad be returned to his natural mother, and the ensuing order of the Court of Appeals adopted his recommendation.
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Limbaugh’s report denounced Nellie’s claim that she had given birth to the child as “utterly false,” a “deliberate and consummate deception,” “a sham and a shallow pretense” concocted for the purpose of gaining sympathy from the jury at her kidnapping trial, and possibly from other “ulterior motive[s].”

Nellie’s legal troubles were far from over. In April she, her husband, Wilfred Jones, and Helen Berroyer were put on trial in Kahoka for conspiring to obtain Miss Ware’s child without the approval of the juvenile court. Over the course of eight days of testimony before “a panel of open-mouthed farmers,” a “livid,” “scornful,” “high strung,” “hysterical” Nellie shouted “lusty denials” to the charges “with such a fanfare display of emotions as few farmer juries are ever privileged to witness.” On the ninth day, however, Circuit Judge Walter Higbee was forced to declare a mistrial when it was revealed that one of the jurors had been offered a bribe of $100 to deadlock the jury. The retrial was scheduled for August, and after thirteen hours of deliberation the new jury found Muench and her co-defendants guilty as charged. The penalties were merely fines, however, with Nellie subjected to a levy of $450 to add to the $25 contempt fine with which she was punished for an outburst during the testimony of one of the witnesses. More serious sanctions awaited Muench and her co-defendants, however, as it was also revealed that Nellie had told Dr. Pitzman that the baby was his and threatened to reveal this alleged fact, thereby, inducing the wealthy bachelor to transfer to her several thousand dollars of an ultimately hoped-for $250,000
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shakedown. As Pitzman would put it, “One side of her was attractive. The other side I feared. . . . I am now completely confident I was fooled.” Nellie and her three co-defendants were charged with multiple counts of mail fraud for the scheme, and Nellie was sentenced in 1936 to ten years in prison and a $5000 fine. Her husband also received a $5000 fine to go along with an eight-year sentence. Her lawyer was sentenced to ten years and Berroyer to five. Prior to her sentencing Nellie confessed, against the advice of counsel, that she was guilty of faking the birth of a son and had done so to hold the love of Dr. Pitzman. Another stratagem toward this end had been to threaten to commit suicide on the front steps of Pitzman’s home. Nellie exonerated her husband from any involvement in the hoax and continued to deny any scheme to extort money from her former paramour, whose “purse was always open to me.” Yet she admitted, “I have disgraced my brother . . . and ruined my husband. If I had not been such a hussy, none of the[se] things . . . could have happened.” The Eighth Circuit affirmed the convictions, and Nellie went off
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to Alderson while Ludwig headed for Leavenworth. Ludwig divorced Nellie during her incarceration, and when she was released from prison in 1944 she moved to Kansas City, where she worked as a nurse and lived in a rooming house before passing away on August 28, 1982, at the age of 91.

CONCLUSION

Contemporary observers doubted with good reason that the federal kidnapping statute would have been enacted but for the Lindbergh abduction. But the Lindbergh affair alone will not suffice to explain the form that the federal response took. For the Lindbergh baby was found murdered fewer than four miles from his home, and there was no evidence that he had been transported across a state line. Had the Lindbergh Law been in effect when young Charles Lindbergh was kidnapped, it would not have applied to the crime. But the bill that was before the Judiciary Committees when the crime of the century was committed provided a ready means of reacting to the pressing public demand that Congress do something in the face of such an atrocity. And that bill was at hand owing to the response of St. Louis leaders to the headline kidnappings perpetrated by the midwestern snatch racket.
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